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Structural distortions and vibrational modes in MgrSiOo
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Ansrru,cr

A pair-potential model consisting of ionic interactions, core-core repulsions, and co-
valent interactions is used to simulate the lattice energy of forsterite (MgrSiO). The mi-
croscopic interactions responsible for the distortions of SiOo tetrahedra and the systematic
variation of the high frequency modes of olivines are identified. The skewing of the tetra-
hedra is attributed to the forces on Si and oxygen ions caused by the Coulomb interactions
with Mg ions. The observed trends of the high frequency v3- arr,d z,-derived modes in
olivines are related to variation in intertetrahedral O-O Coulomb interactions.

INrnonucrroN presented in previous reports, there is often not enough
discussion on the connection between the macroscopic

Forsterite (MgrSiOo, Fo) and fayalite (FerSiOo, Fa) form properties and the microscopic interactions. In this pa-
complete solid solutions known as olivines. The Mg-rich per, we discuss in detail the connection between the mi-
olivines are the most common minerals in the Earth's croscopic interactions and the macroscopic properties. As
upper mantle; knowledge of the vibrational and structural for the choice of pair-potential, we use a model proposed
properties of Fo is important for understanding a numbel recentl! by Rao et al. (1987, 1988) as a starting point and
of geophysical processes. Kieffer and Navrotsky (1985) modify the parameters to fit other experimental data such
stressed that a full understanding of the macroscopic be- as the isotopic frequency shifts (Paques-kdent and Tarte,
havior of minerals relies on a detailed knowledge of the 1973). The derived parameters do seem to make "phys-
microscopic interactions. At present, a first-principles ical or chemical" sense, and that is important for our
quantum mechanical treatment of systems as complicat- present purpose. Our current computer code does not
ed as Earth minerals is computationally difficult. Our aim perform an automated search of the optimal pair-poten-
is to model the microscopic interactions in terms of pair- tial parameters, unlike programs such as wutN (Bushing,
wise atomistic potentials, an approach that has been l98l)andMErApocs(Parker, 1983);ourprocedureisper-
shown to be quite successful (Price and Parker, 1984; formed manually. In the process of adjusting the param-
Price et al., 1987), and to use the model to study some eters, we have learned a great deal about how the micro-
chemical trends. We must emphasize that the pair-poten- scopic parameters affect the macroscopic properties.
tial model is an empirical and approximate representa- We will focus on certain experimental observations that
tion of the microscopic interactions; it is not unique and are not well described by current models. For example,
the interpretations are model dependent. However, if the an isotopic experiment (Paques-Ledent and Tarte, 1973)
model can account for a variety of properties and has a indicates that the intense Raman (,4") modes at 824 cm-L
predictive capability, then it may be deemed useful. (O-) and 855 cm-' (0*) have a strong mixing of z, and r,

Various pair-potential models have been proposed for characters, whereas the highest mode at 966 cm-' (<or) has
forsterite and related silicates: a model with full ionic a nearly pure r/3 character [the same notations for the
charge and Born-Mayer repulsion (Miyamoto and Take- frequencies were used by Piriou and McMillan (1983)1.
da, 1980); a model with partial ionic charge, Born-Mayer For forsterite, the Or mode has more,,r character whereas
repulsion, and rigid SiOo tetrahedra (Matsui and Bushing, the O- mode has more v, character. Experimental evi-
1984; Catti, 1981, 1982); and a model with panial ionic dence also indicates a crossover in the z,-2, mixing as Mg
charge, Born-Mayer repulsion, and covalent interaction is replaced by a larger cation such as Ca (Handke, 1986;
for Si-O (Price and Parker, 1984). A detailed comparison Piriou and McMillan, 1983); for example, the lower fre-
of these models was given by Price and Parker (1984). quency mode, 0-, has more vt characler in 7-CarSiOo. So
The models differ slightly on the expressions for the po- far, lattice-dynamics calculations have not reproduced the
tentials and the way the parameters are obtained. The correct mixing or the crossover behavior (Oehler and
pair-potential parameters are usually obtained by fitting Gunthard, 1969; Iishi, 1978; Price et al., 1987). System-
to one type of data (such as structural data); then the atic variation in the O-, O*, and ar, frequencies also occur
parameters are used to predict other data (such as elastic as a function of the size of the cation. Piriou and Mc-
data). Although calculated macroscopic properties are Millan (1983) analyzed this trend with a simple coupling
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TABLE 1. Lattice parameters and atomic coordinates of for-
slet i le(Pbnm,Z:4\

coordinates, we calculate the Si-O, distance to be 1.654
A, which coincides with that of Birle et al. (1968).

The symmetry group for the vibrational modes at the
zone center (k : 0) is isomorphic lo the Dro point group
and can be factored into the following symmetries or ir-
reducible representations (Oehler and Gunthard, 1969;
Burns and Glazer, 1978):

Irobr : I lAs + llBrs + 7B2s + 7B3s + l0A,
+ 1081, + 1482, + 7483,, (l)

where three of them are purely translational modes, .B,,
+ 82, + Br,, the g modes are Raman active, ,4, is spec-
troscopically inactive, and the rest of the u modes are
infrared active.

We find two useful ways to visualize the crystal struc-
ture:

Linked SiOo tetrahedra. SiOo tetrahedra are linked to-
gether by Mg ions. The Mg-O Coulomb attraction pulls
the isolated tetrahedra together whereas the intertetra-
hedral O-O repulsion (Born-Mayer) and the Mg-O re-
pulsion (Born-Mayer) prevent them from collapsing. This
picture brings out the importance ofthe Mg-O interaction
in governing the bulk modulus. This picture is also useful
for analyzing the vibrational modes. One can start with
the modes of an isolated tetrahedron and examine how
these modes change and how additional modes arise as
the intertetrahedral O-O and Mg-O interactions are being
included.

Oxygen-ion lattice. Starting with oxygen ions in a hex-
agonal-<lose-packed (hcp) structure, Si and Mg ions are
added to some of the tetrahedral and octahedral holes,
respectively, in the hcp structure. This picture is useful
for visualizing the driving forces for the structural dis-
tortion from the ideal structure.

Trrnonnrrct MoDELS

Calculational method

The lattice energy is represented by a sum ofpair-wise
potentials. The force on an atom is obtained by calculat-
ing the derivative of the lattice energy with respect to the
atomic displacement. The phonon frequencies and the
corresponding atomic displacements are obtained by di
agonalizing the dynamical matrix. The expression for the
dynamical matrix is given in well-known texts such as
Born and Huang ( I 954) and Maradudin (197 4). Our pair-
potential model includes the long-range Coulomb inter-
actions; therefore, an Ewald-summation technique is used
to ensure good convergence of the results (Maradudin,
1974). A force-constant model is also used to study the
dependence ofthe phonon frequency on the various force

0 0000
(0.0)

-0.0085
(0.0)
o 4262
(0.375)
0.7657
(0.75)
o.2785
(0.25)
0.2777
(0.25)

a: 4.7535 A. b: 10.1943 A. c: 5.9807 A
(a: 4.8125 A, b: 10.2089 A, c: 5.8738 A)

Note. The corresponding values in an ideal structure with the same unit-
cell volume are given in parentheses.

model that accounted qualitatively and semiquantitative-
ly for the variation of the high-frequency modes of oliv-
ines, but the physical origin of these systematic variations
was not identified. Systematic variations in the bond
lengths and bond angles ofthe SiOo tetrahedron are also
functions of the size of the cation (Piriou and McMillan,
1983); the tetrahedron becomes more regular as the size
of the cation becomes larger. This trend has not been
explained in terms of microscopic forces.

Cnvsrlt. sTRUCTURE AND GRoup syMMETRy

Forsterite (Pbnm, Z: 4)has an orthorhombic unit cell
that contains four formula units of MgrSiOo (Hazen, 1976;'
Brown, 1980). The two cation sites are inequivalent; they
are M, (a site) and M, (c site). The four oxygen sites are
O, (c site), O, (c site), O, : Oo (d site); Wyckoffsite labels
are given in parentheses (Hahn, 1983). The lattice param-
eters and the essential atomic coordinates (Hazen, 1976)
are listed in Table l The corresponding values for an
ideal olivine structure (with the same unit-cell volume)
are given in parentheses. The other atomic coordinates
inside the unit cell can be obtained from the symmetry
operations listed in Table 2. We have translated the po-
sition of O, by a symmetry operation so that it is in the
same tetrahedron as the other oxygens. Piriou and
McMillan (1983) pointed out that Hazen's (1976) anal-
ysis for forsterite gave much too low a value for the Si-
O, distance, 1.640 A. We find that the atomic positions
given by Hazen (1976) are similar to those of other re-
finements (Birle et al., 1968; Brown, 1980); the error was
in Hazen's calculation of the distances. From Hazen's

TABLE 2. Symmetry operations for forsterite

Mgl

Mg l l

Si

o1

02

03, 04

0.0000
(0.0)
o.2774
(0.25)
0.0940
(0.0833)
0.0913
(0.0833)

-0.0526
(-0.0833)

0.1 628
(0.1 667)

0.0000
(0.0)
0.2500
(0.25)
0.2500
(0.25)
0.2500
(0.25)
0.2500
(0.25)
0.0331
(0.0)

R^: E CJ,A Cr(n c"(n '14 o(Y) ,\n
1

(0,0, -)

2

1 1 1

(-, -, -)
2 2 2

1 1
( - ,  - ,0 )

2 2

1
(0, 0, -)

2

1 1 1

(-, -, -)
2 2 2

1 1

(-, - ,0)

2 2
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constants. We have tested our computer codes by repro-
ducing the previous force-constant results of forsterite by
Oehler and Gunthard (1969) and reproducing the pair-
potential results of NaCl by Kellermann (1940).

Pair-potential model

The forms for the pair potentials used in this study are
similar to those used by Rao et al. (1987, 1988) but with
some modifications. We start with an ionic model of the
crystal. The interaction between any two ions is given by
a Coulomb interaction term and a Born-Maver core-core
repulsion term:

Z,Z92
v,(r):-:.:-1- + aexpl-br/(R, + 4)1 , (2)

where Z, and Z, are the ionic charges of the ith and yth
ions, r is the distance between them, R, and R, are the
radii parameters, and a and b are the Born-Mayer param-
eters. The parameters 2, Zi, Ri, 4, a, and D are adjusted
to fit the observed frequencies and structural properties.
Note that the radii parameters are adjustable parameters;
their values need not coincide with the ionic radii used
in structural studies (Pauling, 1960). In fact, the values
of the radii parameter depend on the value of D; one can
simultaneously rescale all the radii and the value of D
without changing the potential in Equation l. Rao et al.
(1987, 1988) used the above ionic description for the
"nonbonded" ions only. In principle, the Coulomb inter-
action should be present for both nonbonded and bonded
ions. Furthermore, Rao et al. increased the Born-Mayer
repulsion for the intratetrahedral O-O by a factor of 55
and compensated the effect partly by including a Van der
Waals attraction term, -W/r6. Price et al. (1987) also
enhanced the O-O repulsion and included a Van der Waals
term. In our study, we find that the dominant contribu-
tion to the O-O force constant is the O-O Coulomb re-
pulsion rather than the Born-Mayer repulsion. We did
not find it necessary to use diferent Born-Mayer param-
eters for the intratetrahedral and intertetrahedral O-O in-
teraction. We also did not include the Van der Waals
term.

For the Si-O bond, we include an additional term that
describes the covalent bond:

V,(r) : -d expf-c(r - r,)2/r'1, (3)

where d, c, and r" are adjustable parameters. This is an
additional contribution to the interaction between Si and
O. In the work of Rao et al. (1987, 1988), the Si-O in-
teraction contained only the covalent term. Price and
Parker (1984) modeled the Si-O covalent interaction by
a Morse potential, but later they showed that the param-
eters obtained by fitting to the structural data were not
able to describe the vibrational modes correctly (Price et
al., 1987). So, they abandoned the Morse potential and
used a "bond-bending" potential, which is a three-body
potential. The fact that we are able to reproduce the vi-
brational frequencies with a pair-wise potential for the

Si-O covalent interaction suggests that a Morse potential
could also do the job provided the parameters are ad-
justed.

The parameters assigned by Rao et al. (1987, 1988)
gave too large a frequency for the high-frequency modes;
their calculated phonon density of states peaked around
=1100 cm-'. We have retained most of Rao et al.'s pa-
rameters but have modified some of them as necessary.
The set of pair-potential parameters are chosen to give
(l) satisfactory fit to the measured phonon frequency; (2)
minimal forces on the atoms; and (3) satisfactory agree-
ment with the isotopic frequency-shift data. The potential
parameters used in this work are listed in Table 3. We
use the same ionic charges and radii as assigned by Rao
et al. (1988). The slightly different charges and radii among
the oxygens and among the magnesiums reflect the in-
equivalency ofthese sites. Rao et al. (1988) assigned a:
1882 and b : 12.364 for the Born-Mayer parameters. In
their 1987 article, Rao et al. assigned b:8.5, but they
scaled the radii by the same factor, so the results are the
same. We also use b: 12.364, but we change the value
of a for the Si-O and the O-O interactions. We find it
necessary to have a Born-Mayer repulsion term for Si-O,
but this term is small (a : Vz x 1882) because part of the
repulsion is already provided by the positive curvature
of the covalent term. We find that in order to obtain
satisfactory agreement with the isotopic shift experiment
(especially the correct mixing of z, and z, for the high-
frequency l" modes), we need a large Born-Mayer param-
eter for the O-O interaction (a: 3.5 x 1882). Price et
al. (1987) also assigned the largest Born-Mayer parameter
for the O-O interaction. We have given the Born-Mayer
parameters in four and five significant figures for the sake
of direct comparison with Rao et al.'s work. Actually, a
change of a couple percent in the parameters would not
alter the overall quality ofthe fit to the frequencies; root-
mean-square error changes from 27 cm-r to 30 cm-t.

Force-constant model

We want to identify the connection between the fre-
quency modes and the dominant interactions, and so we
consider nearest-neighbor interactions only: Mg-Mg, Mg-
Si, Mg-O, Si-O, and O-O (we also use the ideal structure).
The force-constant parameters are adjusted to give the
best overall fit to the experimental Raman frequencies
and infrared frequencies (Iishi, I 978). The force constants
(Table 4) are compared with those from Oehler and Gun-
thard (1969) and from Iishi (the short-range model, SRl,
1978). Oehler and Gunthard used the same model, and
so a direct comparison can be made between their force
constants and ours. However, Iishi used a slightly differ-
ent model. Oehler and Gunthard fitted their force con-
stants to their infrared data only. They obtained an un-
usually large Mg-Mg force constant. As pointed out by
Paques-Ledent and Tarte (1973), the vibrational mode
assignments of Oehler and Gunthard are inconsistent with
the observed isotopic shifts in the rn and Raman spectra
of MgrSiOo. For example, Oehler and Gunthard conclud-
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TABLE3, Pair-potentialparameters

Atom: M1 M2 o1o,
Efteclive charges and radii parameters

Charges- 1.60
Radii (A) 1.68

1.80
1.73

1 . 0
1 . 0

-1.2
1 .55

- 1 . 0
1 .45

-  1 . 1 0
1 .50

-  1 . 1 0
1 .50

a (eV) b (A') c (A-t; d (ev) /. (A)

M-M
Si-M
si-si
o-M
o-si
o-o

1 882
1 882
1882
1 882
941

6587

0
0
0
0
5.25
0

0
0
0
0
1.635
0

Short-range pair-potential parameterst
12.364
12.364
12.364
12.364
12.364
12.364

0
0
0
0
3.7
0

. In units of proton charge.
t M stands for both M, and M2.

ed that an infrared band at around 880 cm-' is dominated
by the Mg-Mg and Mg-O force constants. This is in con-
tradiction with the isotope-shift results of Paques-kdent
and Tarte. Oehler and Gunthard also obtained an unusu-
ally large Si-O force constant (4.63 mdyn/A) for forster-
ite. This value can be traced to a probable error in two
of their measured rn frequencies (see the two frequencies
indicated by double asterisks in Table 5). Their Si-O force
constant for CarSiOo is 3.42 mdyn/A, which is much clos-
er to our value (3.76 mdyn/A) and to that of Iishi for
forsterite (3.468 mdyn/A).

Rnsur,rs AND DrscussroN

Distortion of the SiOo tetrahedron in the olivines

Various models have been proposed to explain the dis-
tortions. For example, Bav (1972) proposed a geometric
model where the distortions are explained in terms of
misfitted polyhedra (the tetrahedral and the octahedral
volumes do not have the ideal ratio). Mclarnan et al.
( I 97 9) used semiempirical molecular orbital calculations
to study the distortion in the bond angles and the intra-
tetrahedral O-O distances but did not study the distortion
in the Si-O bond distances. These models are either so
simple that the underlying forces are not considered or
are so complicated that the interpretations are difficult.
The advantage ofthe pair-potential approach is that one

TAELE 4. Force constants (mdyn/A) for forsterite

can interpret the pair-potential in terms of the micro-
scopic interactions and yet avoid the complexity of quan-
tum treatment. We use the idealized olivine structure as
the reference and investigate the microscopic forces that
are responsible for distorting the ideal structure to the
experimental observed structure. There are various as-
pects of the distortion in going from the ideal structure
to the real structure. For example, the lattice param-
eters are distorted from the ideal ratio (a:b:c: l:3/x/2:

f@Q$ee Table l); the tetrahedral volume is contracted
compared to the octahedral volume; the SiOo tetrahedra
are skewed. Our focus will be on the distortion of the
SiOo tetrahedron.

If we start with the oxygen ions in a hcp lattice, there
are no forces on the oxygens because of lattice symmetry.
After Si is added to the tetrahedral holes, the "local"
environment of the four oxygens of a tetrahedron remains
approximately equivalent. The covalent interaction be-
tween Si and oxygen causes the contraction of the Si-O
distances without skewing the tetrahedral symmetry. The
Si-O distance in the ideal structure is 1.805 A lcomputed
from the atomic position given in Table l) as compared
to 1.615-1.651 A in the real forsterite structure. How-
ever, after the magnesiums are added to some of the oc-
tahedral holes, the local environment of O, differs greatly
from that of the other oxygens (see Fig. l). The O' and
its three nearest neighbor magnesiums are noncoplanar
whereas the other oxygens form a nearly planar affange-
ment with their three nearest-neighbor magnesiums. Since
only some of the octhedral holes are filled, there are un-
balanced forces on the tetrahedra. We find that the dom-
inant forces for the skewing ofthe tetrahedron are forces
on Si and oxygen that come from the Mg-O and the Mg-
Si Coulomb interactions; the Born-Mayer repulsion serves
to limit the amount of distortion. The net forces on the
atoms (not including the covalent force) are shown in
Figure 2. Since the Coulomb interaction is spatially long
range, the summation of the forces are performed with
an Ewald-type of summation technique. However, the
direction of some of the forces can be accounted for by
considering only the nearest-neighbor interactions. We

F(Ms-Ms)
F(Ms-si)
F(Ms-o)
F(si-o)
F(O-o)

0.1 51
0.456
3.468

0.654-1.09.
0.231i

0.22
0.53
0.25
3.76
0.44

1.94
0.30
0,30
4.63
0.34

Note. ln the present work (column 1; 22'C) and the work of Oehler and
Gunthard (1969; column 2; -175 and -235'C), the force constants are
for the ideal structure; in lishi's work (1 978; column 3), the for@ constants
are for the experimentally determined structure.

. lntratetrahedral O-O.
t Intertetrahedral O-O.
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Fig. l. Local environment of a SiOo tetrahedron in forsterite.
The Si is closer to the three cations at the base than to the three
on the top.

will discuss the dominant forces on each atom with spe-
cific reference to Figure l:

Force on Si. There is a net force on the Si that is di-
rected toward O,. The largest contribution to this force
comes from the Coulomb repulsion between Si and the
three basal magnesiums (the Si-Mg distance is 2.48 A in
the ideal structure; see Fig. l). The three magrresiums on
the top ofthe tetrahedron are farther from the Si (the Si-
Mg distance is 3.64 A in the ideal structure); therefore,
the Coulomb repulsion from these three magnesiums does
not cancel that from the basal magnesiums. This force on
Si is responsible for making the Si-O, distance shorter
than the other Si-O distances. The Coulomb interaction
between Si and all the oxygens causes a small force on
the Si in the negative a direction, and the Si-Si Coulomb
repulsion causes a small lateral force in the positive b
direction.

Force on Or. The net force on O, is nearly zero. The
Coulomb attraction and the Born-Mayer repulsion from
the three magnesiums on the top balance almost exactly
those from the Si underneath. This is consistent with the
O, ionic position having the least amount of distortion
(Table l). Since there is also no net force on M, because
of inversion symmetry, the M,-O, distance (2.084 A) is
the same in both the real forsterite structure and the ideal
structure.

Force on Or. Both the covalent and the Si-O Coulomb
attraction exert a force on O, that is directed toward the
central Si. (Actually, the total Si-O Coulomb force is not
exactly directed toward the central Si because ofthe pres-
ence of other silicons.) The Mg-O Coulomb attraction
exerts a small downward force on Or. The direction of
this downward force can be explained by considering the
contribution from the three nearest magnesiums. The
combination of the central and downward force creates a
bending force on O, with respect to the central Si (see
Fig. 2). This bending force is consistent with the observed
distortion.

Force on O, (On). The forces on O, are similar to those
on Or, i.e., the combined central and downward force
creates a bending force.

Top View

Side View

Fig.2. Forces on the ideal SiOo tetrahedron. Si-O covalent
force is not included. The force on O, is nearly zero.

The observed trend is that as the cation size increases,
the Si-O tetrahedron becomes more regular. This trend
is consistent with our analysis of the forces above. As the
cation size increases. the Si-M distance and O-M distance
increase, hence reducing the Coulomb interactions that
cause the skewing ofthe tetrahedron. There is, however,
a small counter effect. Generally, larger cations are more
electro-positive. The ionic charge of a large cation would
be more positive, and the oxygen ion would be more
negative, thus increasing the Coulomb interaction. How-
ever, the increase in the ionic charge is expected to be
only a few percent, whereas the Si-M and O-M distances
change by 100/o from MgrSiOo to 7-CarSiOo. Since the
Coulomb force is proportional to r-2, a l0o/o change in
the distance causes -200lo change in the force.

Comparison between calculated and measured frequencies

Polarized Raman spectra of an oriented single crystal
of forsterite were recorded at room temperature with a
spnx 1402 double monochromator. Data acquisition was
controlled by a senx Datamate computer. The crystal was
excited with the 488.0-nm line (500 mW) of an Ar* ion
laser, and a spectral slit width of 2 cm-' was used. The

oso2
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TABLE 5. Calculated (pair-potential model) and measured phonon frequencies at k: 0 and their isotopic shifts

Experimental
frequencies (cm-')'

Calculated
isotopic shifts

Experimental
isotopic shifts

Ref. 1 Ref. 2 Ref. 3 Ref. 4
Theory'
Ref. 1 osi t"Mg t60 osi ,.Mg

Raman mode As
183
227
305
330
340
424
c+o
608
824
856

Raman mode 8r,
189
220
260
319
418
434
583
632
839
864
976

Raman mode I,
142
243
303
364
439
586
881

Raman mode B!,
227
272
3 1 6
374
411
592
o l  o

Inflared mode 8i,
201
201
276
319
408
475
qrl7

613
960

Intrared model Br,
144
201
276
301
361
421
507
540
613
837-.

183
227
305
329
340
424
546
609
826
856
966

142
244
324
368
441
588
884

226
272
3 1 8
376
412
595
922

201
224
274
296
365
423
483
502
885

172
209
293
305
372
421
519
577
844
863
956

213
25'l
314
351
3s9
423
607
667
852
884
965

150
251
329
341
449
595
877

197
285
3 1 7
390
409
603
887

190
273
293
325
364
424
466
488
877

133
295
304
365
4 1 8
425
458
483
543
585
846
878
958

7

0.0

1 . 5
0.0
2.0

15.5

J . C

3.5
8 -

1 2 5
3 1 6
1  4  1 0
0 0 1 4
0  1 0  5
0 4 1 5
2 0 2 6
4 0 2 5
6 0 4 3
4 0 3 6

11 0  33

823
856
959

1 6
2 7
4 1 1
3  1 6
5 l
3 1 7
1 2 9
7 2 3
0 3 5
1 4 4
0 3 5

192
224
260
318
4 1 8
434
583
632
839
866
976

2 4
0 1 3
F Q

0 1 7
2 2 2
0 3 0
0 3 1

1 6
0 1 4
3 1 4
1 2 1
6 1 2
3 2 7
0 3 0

2
1
0
1
0
1

1 1

1 4
8 2
6 4
4  1 6
8  1 5
3 8
I  1 1
9 1 0
6 ' t7
5 1 7
0 4 3
0 3 7
0 3 3

'|
1
2
0
2
1
'I

0
2
3
4
5

1 1

3.0
3.0

1 . 5

144
224
280
294
352
400
421
40J

5 1 0
537
838
882
987

J19

277

364
425.5
482

885

415
466.5

842

3
3
I
0
2
0
3
2

2
1 0

I
1
2
0
0
2

1 0

0
0
0
0
3
n
n
n

1 0

4
I
7
a

6
4
3
3
0

4

5
1 3
6

1 7
21
2',1
31

9.5

4.5
J . J

2.O

1 . 0

880
993
993

10.0
1 1  . 0

0.5
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TABLE s-Continued

ExDerimental
frequencies (cm 1)-

Calculated
isotopic shifts

Experimental
isotopic shifts

Ref. 2 Ref. 3 Ref. 4
Theory'
Ref. 1 ,.Mg tuMg

384

601

961.5
1001

Inactive model A"

* References are (1) this paper, (2) Oehler and Gunthard (1969), (3) lishi (1978), and (4) Paques-Ledent and Tarte (1973). The measured trequencies
from the unpolarized infrared and Raman results of Paques-Ledent and Tarte are tentatively assigned.

". These two frequencies from Oehler and Gunthard (1969) are probably incorrect.

Infrared model Br,
201
224
276
295
381
421
462
475
613
837"

0.0 2.o

2 .0  1 .5

11.0  0 .5
1 .0  3 .0

880
oo?

993

1 1 7 1 2 3
161  1  2  4
2 2 5 0 5 4
2 8 6 0 4 1 0
3 4 7 2 4 9
3 7 6 0 4 1 5
4 3 7 0 1 0 8
4 6 9 1 6 1 5
5 1 1 0 4 2 0
885 10 0 31

201
224
274
293
320
378
403
498
cbz
601
838
957
980

214
261
300
323
391
401
466
526
538
583
844
923
955

2
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
4
0
0

1 0
1 1

2
5
7
o
o

3

1 0
2

1 0
1
1
0

5
5
6
4

1 1
1 2
1 7
1 6
1 7
1 3
47
33
33

scattered light was collected at 90'with respect to the
excitation beam. Our Raman frequencies agree very well
with those obtained by Iishi (1978), but differ from rhose
obtained by Servoin and Piriou (1973), especially in the
low-frequency region of the Br* Br* and Br" modes.

The comparison between experimental and calculated
phonon frequency from the pair-potential model is shown
in Table 5. The overall fit to the measured frequencies is
quite good; the root-mean-square deviation is =27 cm-t.
The isotopic shift is one convenient way to reveal the
atomic motion of the modes. The calculated isotopic shifts
corresponding to 2tsi + 30Si, 2aMg - 25M9, and t5O + tto

are also shown in Table 5. Since the l, modes are spec-
troscopically inactive, these modes were not available as
input to our fitting of the pair-potential parameters. It is
interesting to note that our calculated,4, modes are very
close to those ofPrice et al. (1987) except for the lowest
and highest frequencies.

Before we discuss the systematic trend of the high-fre-
quency modes in the olivines, we must understand the
atomic motions of each mode and establish a relationship
between the frequency modes and the underlying force
constants (interactions). We find from the phonon eigen-
vector analysis that the highest Armode, r.r, (966 cm-'),
is predominantly Si-O, stretch, the 0* (855 cm-') mode
is predominantly Si-Or(Oo) stretch, and the O- (824 cm-')
mode is predominantly Si-O, stretch. This is consistent
with the fact that Si-O, is the shortest bond and Si-O, is
the longest. For simplicity, we had used only one value

for the Si-O covalent term (d : 3.7). This does not mean
that the force constants for all the Si-O bonds are the
same because the Si-O Born-Mayer term and the Si-O
Coulomb term depend on distance. However, the Born-
Mayer and the Coulomb term are not enough to account
for the variation in force constant for the different Si-O
bonds. As we can see from Table 5, the calculated O-
(844 cm-') is too high whereas the calculated <o3 (956
cm-') is too low. We can bring the calculated frequencies
into better agreement with experiment by adjusting the
Si-O covalent term individually for Si-O,, Si-Or, and Si-
Or. If we choose d : 3.8 for Si-O, (bond distance : I .6 I 5
A), d:3.6 for Si-o, (bond disrance : 1.635 A;, ana d:

TABLE 6, Effect of various force
distribution

constants on the frequency

lsolated SiO.

F(Si-O) +
intratet-
rahedral
F(o-o)

Forsterite

F(SI-O) +
F(Si-o) + F(O-O) +
all F(O-O) F(Mg-o)F(SLO)

Yg

V1

v o *  v 2

V2

Note: Frequencies are in units of cm-l. The for@ @nstants are listed in
Table 4.

837
631

0.15

0.25

860
765
234

216

875-915 885-920
815-840 825-850

400-575 440-600
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Fig. 3. Symmetry modes of an isolated SiOo tetrahedron.

t -

l . z

3.5 for Si-O, (bond distance : 1.654 A;, we obtain 0- :
828 cm-', O* : 858 cm-r, and or : 960 cm-t, in better
agreement with experiment.

Dependence of vibrational modes on the individual
force constants

We analyze the vibrational modes of forsterite in terms
of interacting SiOo tetrahedra. We use the force-constant
model for this study because the interactions can be con-
trolled individually. The result is summarized in Table 6
and is discussed below.

An isolated SiO4 tetrahedron. There are four types of
symmetry modes: v3 (3), ur, ro (3), and u, (2), Ihe degen-
eracy is indicated in parenthesis. The motions of these
modes are shown in Figure 3 and are discussed below.

The z, modes are the antisymmetric stretching modes

of Si-O. These modes are most sensitive to the Si-O force
constant and moderately sensitive to the O-O force con-
stant.

The z, mode is the symmetric stretching mode of Si-
O. The Si atom is stationary. This mode is sensitive to
both the Si-O and O-O force constants.

The zo modes are the antisymmetric bending modes of
oxygens. To first order, the Si-O bond distance does not
change; hence these modes are only slightly sensitive to
the Si-O force constant, but they are very sensitive to the
O-O force constant.

The z, modes are the symmetric bending modes of oxy-
gens. The Si atom is stationary. These modes are sensi-
tive to the O-O force constant.

When only the Si-O force constant is used, the z, (an-
tisymmetric stretch) frequency is always higher than the

(c)(b)(a)

uzo

f-

Fig. 4. A diagram showing qualitatively the amount of z,-23 mixing and the ordering of the z,- and zr-derived modes in olivines
as a function of the intertetrahedral O-O force constant, which increases from plot a to plot b to plot c.
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z, (symmetric stretch) frequency (first column in Table
6). The difference in the z, and z, frequencies is propor-
tional to the Si-O force constant. When the intratetra-
hedral O-O force constant is included (Table 6, column
2), the v, frequency increases more than the z, frequency.
In principle, a sufficiently large intratetrahedral O-O force
constant can cause the order of the z, and z, frequencies
to be reversed. However, the intratetrahedral O-O force
constant is normally not large enough to cause such re-
versal in an isolated SiOo tetrahedron. But, when the tet-
rahedra are placed in a crystal, there are additional O-O
force constants from the intertetrahedral interaction. If
the intertetrahedral O-O force constant is large enough,
it could push the z,-derived modes higher than some of
the zr-derived modes (Fig. 4c). We believe that it is the
variation in the interletrahedral O-O force constant among
the olivines that causes the crossover behavior in the z,-
z, mixing of the high-frequency ,4" modes. A more de-
tailed discussion is given in the section on Relationships
between the High-Frequency Modes and Structure of Ol-
lVrnes.

Forsterite as interacting tetrahedra. The interactions
between tetrahedra produce perturbations on the eigen-
modes ofan isolated tetrahedron. Three effects can take
place: the frequencies of the modes increase because of
additional force constants, the degeneracies ofthe modes
are lifted, and the different symmetries of the unper-
turbed modes (!3, ly u4, andur) are mixed. We discuss the
effect of each intertetrahedral interaction individually.

The za- and zr-derived modes are the most sensitive to
the inclusion of the intertetrahedral O-O force constants
(Table 6, column 3); the frequencies are nearly doubled.
This doubling ofthe frequency is caused by the fact that
each oxygen is interacting with 12 nearest-neighbor oxy-
gens (the oxygens form a hcp structure) as compared to
3 neighbors in the isolated tetrahedron. The force con-
stant for these modes increases by a factor of4, and hence
the frequencies increase by a factor of 2. Since the un-
perturbed vo aud v, modes are very close in frequency,
the eigenmodes in the crystal are a strong mixture of these
two symmetry modes.

The intertetrahedral O-O force constants increase the
frequencies of the u,-derived modes more than those of
the zr-derived modes. However, the spread of the z, modes
is larger than that of the z, modes. The spread in the u,
modes is caused mainly by the lifting of degeneracy with-
in a tetrahedron whereas the spread of the z, modes is
caused by mixing of z, modes from different tetrahedra.
There is practically no mixing between the z, and z, modes
with our force-constant model because we have chosen a
Si-O force constant large enough that separation between
the unperturbed z, and z, frequencies is large and an in-
tertetrahedral O-O force constant small enough that there
is no significant mixing. The fact that our chosen Si-O
force constant is too large is related to our using only one
Si-O force constant for all the Si-O bonds. In the real
forsterite structure, the Si-O bond distances within a tet-
rahedron are diferent. The Si-O, bond is the shortest,

and the Si-O, bond is the longest. The longest Si-O bond
(Si-Or) should have a smaller force constant, thus bring-
ing some of the zr-derived modes closer in frequency to
the z,-derived modes. By using different force constants
for the different Si-O bonds, we are able to obtain the
proper mixing of z3 and z, modes. We believe that this
could be the reason why previous lattice-dynamics cal-
culations did not obtain the correct z,-23 mixing; the Si-
O force constants used were too large for the Si-O' bond.

The zr- and z,-derived modes (Table 6, column 4) are
increased further by the Mg-O interaction but only slight-
ly (=10 cm-') whereas the zo- and zr-derived modes are
increased a little bit more (=30 cm-').

The force constants of the Mg-Si and Mg-Mg interac-
tions have very small effects on the vibrational modes.

Isotopic frequency shifts and mode assignments

Paques-Ledent and Tarte (1973) had performed iso-
topic substitution experiments on forsterite. They re-
placed ,ssi by 30Si and 'oMg by '6Mg and measured the
frequency shifts. Previous lattice-dynamics calculations
(Iishi, 1978;Price et al.,1987) have assigrred the follow-
ing characters to the three highest,4" modes: 965 cm-'
(r3), 856 cm-' (zr), and 824 cm-' (z'). However, Paques-
Ledent and Tarte found significant mixing of v, and v,
characters for the 856 cm-' and 824 cm-' modes. The
possibility of the 856 cm-' mode having a strong vt char-
acter has also been suggested by Piriou and McMillan
(1983). The isotopic experimental result places further
constraints on the potential parameters because a proper
ratio ofSi-O and O-O force constants is needed to repro-
duce the correct mixing of z3 and /r characters. We have
calculated the isotopic frequency shifts using the pair-
potential model and compared our results with the iso-
topic exchange results of Paques-Ledent and Tarte (see
Table 5). The masses for Si and Mg are computed ac-
cording to the percentage of isotopic species in Paques-
Ledent and Tarte's experiment. Since their data were not
polarized measurements, we first matched their experi-
mental frequency with the polarized measurement (Iishi,
1978) and then compared the calculated isotopic shift
with the experimental shift. The agreement for the Ra-
man mode is very good. Since Paques-Ledent and Tarte's
infrared frequencies are quite different from those oflishi
(1978), there might be errors in matching up the frequen-
cies. Furthermore, Piriou and McMillan (1983) had sug-
gested that some of the infrared modes may be leakage
from other longitudinal optical (LO) modes. We have not
taken that into account.

From a rough estimate, a pure zr-derived mode of for-
sterite would have an isotopic shift of about 12 cm-',
when 28Si is replaced by 30Si. A pure z,-derived mode has
zero frequency shift for Si-isotope substitution. Accord-
ing to our calculated isotopic shift, the 965 cm-' mode is
almost entirely zr-derived. The 865 cm ' and the 825
cm-r modes are very close in frequency; therefore there
is a strong vr-v, mixing. The 865 cm-r mode can be as-
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signed approximately as 400/o v, and 600/o vr, and the 825
cm-t mode as 600/o v, and 400/o vr.

Relationship between the high-frequency modes and
structure of olivines

There is a systematic decrease of the high-frequency
modes of olivines as the size of the cation increases (e.g.,
Piriou and McMillan, 1983). From MgrSiOo to 7-CarSiOo,
the highest mode, c.,r, decreases by 40 cm-t, the next high-
est mode, O*, decreases by l7 cm t, and the third-highest
mode, O , decreases by I I cm-' (Piriou and McMillan,
1983). From isotopic experiment and relative Raman in-
tensities, it is concluded that there is significant vrvsmix-
ing in O and O+. In MgrSiOo, O* has more ,,r character,
whereas in 7-CarSiOo, O_ has more v, character, i.e., there
is a crossover behavior. Piriou and McMillan (1983) used
a model of two coupled harmonic oscillators to correlate
the decrease in the frequencies with the crossover behav-
ior in the mixing. They started with three simple har-
monic oscillators whose natural frequencies are <.l'3, @2,
and co, and whose chafacters are v3, v3, a\d v r, respectively.
The <o, and c,r, modes were assumed to be coupled with a
coupling parameter B. Because of coupling, the eigen-fre-
quencies are O+ and O , where

o 2 :

[There is a typographical error in Eq. I of Piriou and
McMillan (1983).1 The amount of z, and z, characters in
the O* and O mode depend on the relative values of co,
oDd co, (see Piriou and McMillan, 1983, Eqs. 2a to 3b).
If c.r, is greater than <.r,, the lower mode has more z, char-
acter. They assumedthat these three frequencies decrease
as a function of some parameter X; ,, : 858 - 24X', a,
: 848 - ll.5X; <'t.' : 993 - 43.5X. The value of X for
a given olivine was obtained using the assumed equation
for c,rr. Some questions that one may ask are, (l) What is
the physical meaning of the parameter X? and (2) Does
the success of Piriou and McMillan's model in correlating
the two observed trends imply that both trends have the
same microscopic origin?

In view ofour discussion in the section on Dependence
of Vibrational Modes, the decrease of the high-frequency
modes could, in principle, be caused by a decrease in the
Si-O force constant, the intratetrahedral O-O force con-
stant, or the intertetrahedral O-O force constant. Quali-
tatively, the parameter Xrepresents a combination of these
three interactions, but quantitatively, which interaction
is dominant? First, we note that the decrease in co, is
much greater than that of O* and O_. The <.l3 mode is
basically Si-O, stretch, which has the shortest bond length.
As the cation size increases, the SiO4 tetrahedron be-
comes more regular, and the Si-O, bond increases. On
the basis of our quantitative calculations, we find that the
increase in the Si-O, distance alone cannot account for
the large decrease in <or. The Si-O, distance is 1.634 A in

-y-CarSiOo as compared to 1.615 A in MgrSiOo. We sim-
ulate the effect of Si-O, bond increase by decreasing the
covalent term. As previously discussed, d: 3.8 for a Si-O
distance of  1.615 A and d:3.6 for  1.634 A.  We f ind
that c,r, changes from 966 cm-r to 945 cm-t when the
value of d changes from 3.8 to 3.6 (keeping everything
else fixed). This is only a 2l cm-r decrease as compared
to the 40 cm-I decrease observed. The intratetrahedral
O-O distances increase somewhat (Piriou and McMillan,
1983, Fig. 5) but insignificantly. On the other hand, there
is a significant change in the intertetrahedral O-O dis-
tances, about 100/o from MgrSiOo to ?-CarSiOo. The dom-
inant contribution to the O-O force constant comes from
the Coulomb interaction; a 100/o increase in distance caus-
es a 300/o decrease in the Coulomb force constant. A con-
sistent explanation is that the decrease in <.r, is caused not
only by the increase in Si-O, distance but also by the
increase in the intertetrahedral O-O distance, which de-
creases the intertetrahedral O-O Coulomb force con-
stants. On the other hand. the O, and O- modes involved
mostly Si-O, and Si-O, stretching motion, respectively.
Since the Si-O, and Si-O, distances change very little
among the olivines (Piriou and McMillan, 1983, Fig. 5),
the decrease in O* and O- is caused mainly by the increase
in the intertetrahedral O-O distance.

The mixing ofz, and z, characters depends on the sep-
aration of the unperturbed c,r, and <,r, frequencies (con-
trolled by the Si-O and intratetrahedral O-O force con-
stants) and the strength of the mixing interaction
(controlled by the intertetrahedral O-O force constant).
As mentioned above, the Si-O3 and Si-O, distances are
relatively constant among the olivines; therefore, the
dominant effect again comes from the variation in the
intertetrahedral distances. For small cations where the
intertetrahedral O-O distances are short, the intertetra-
hedral O-O Coulomb force constants are large, causing a
large spreading of the v3- dnd z,-derived modes such that
the zr-derived mode could be lower than the z,-derived
modes (see also discussion in the section on Dependence
of Vibration Modes and Fig. 4c). For large cations, the
intertetrahedral O-O force constants are not large enough
to cause a large spreading of the u.- and z,-derived modes
(see Fig. 4b). The idea that large O-O Coulomb interac-
tion can raise the z,-derived frequency above that ofthe
zr-derived mode is also confirmed in our calculation by
artificially increasing the charges on the oxygens. One
prediction of our model is that applying pressure would
increase the intertetrahedral O-O force constant and cause
the lower mode to be more vr-llke provided that the Si-O
distances do not decrease significantly compared to the
intertetrahedral O-O distances. One can observe this
change in the z, and z, character with either an isotopic
experiment or the relative intensities of the two l" modes.

Sutrlprlnv

We have analyzed the microscopic interactions that are
responsible for the distortion ofthe SiOo tetrahedron and
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